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ABSTRACT

Metamagnetic shape memory alloys are a unique class of materials capable of

large magnetic field-induced strain due to reverse martensitic phase transfor-

mation. A precondition for large shape change is martensite deformation, which

heavily depends on microstructure. Elucidation of microstructure is therefore

indispensable for strain control and deformation mechanics in such systems.

The current paper reports on a self-accommodated martensitic microstructure in

metamagnetic Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal. The microstructure here is hier-

archically organised at three distinct levels. On a large scale, martensite plate

colonies, distinguished by intercolony boundaries, group individual martensitic

plates. Plates are separated by interplate boundaries and deviate by 2.2� from an

ideal twin relation. On the lower scale, plates are composed of subplate twins.

Conjugation boundaries separating two pairs of twins arise in relation to a

subplate microstructure. Modulation boundaries separating two variants with

perpendicular modulation directions and with parallel c-axes also appear.

Mechanical training frees larger plates from fine subplate microtwins bringing

macro-lamellae into twin relation, what then permits further detwinning until a

single variant state.

Introduction

Research into Ni–Mn–(Sn, In, Sb) metamagnetic shape

memory alloys has flourished since the discovery of

the magnetic field-induced shape recovery by reverse

martensitic phase transition inNi–Co–Mn–In alloy [1].

It was further stimulated by the observation of giant

magnetoresistance, magnetocaloric and more recently

a large elastocaloric effect found in i.a. Ni–Mn–Sn

system, which make these materials interesting for

variety of functional applications [2–4]. In general, this

unique behaviour originates in the thermo-elastic

martensitic phase transition (MPT) between austenite

and martensite phases, and the driving force is the

Zeeman energy (DM�H) receiving contribution from

the saturation magnetisation difference between the
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parent and product phase [5]. Earlier studies on Ni50-
Mn50-xSnx alloys reveal that for critical 5 B x B 25

concentration range, the Heusler L21 austenite phase

thermally transforms into martensite, depending on

Sn content having 10 M, 14 M, 4O and L10 structures

[6–8]. In general, on a mesoscopic scale the resultant

martensite phase shows a hierarchical, self-accom-

modated microstructure composed of a mixture of

different symmetry-related martensite variants

organised at various length measures in order to

reduce the overall transformation strain [9–11].

Martensite variants according to the Bain transforma-

tion matrix for a typical cubic to tetragonal transfor-

mation refer to the different crystallographically

equivalent orientations of the tetragonal structurewith

the c-axis parallel to the three main axes of the cubic

austenite. Due to symmetry relations, the number of

such possible variants depends on the number of

rotations in the austenite and martensite point groups

leading to 3 variants for cubic (Fm3m) to tetragonal

(I 4
mmmÞ, 6 for cubic (Fm3m) to orthorhombic (Pmma)

and 12 for cubic (Fm3m) to monoclinic (P2/m) trans-

formations [10]. Detailed understanding of the result-

ing martensite microstructure is paramount for the

control of twin-boundary mobility and thus overall

mechanical properties of the low-temperature

martensite phase, which by analogy to conventional

shape memory alloys requires pre-deformation by an

external loading in order to realise the shape recovery

accompaniedby anoutput stress. Thepre-deformation

is mediated by the detwinning mechanism, opera-

tional during the training process often applied to

harvest a single variantmartensite state and conducted

by a sequence of uniaxial compression tests along the

\001[ directions referred to the austenite phase

[12, 13]. The initial self-accommodated microstructure

as well as the detwinning process has been elucidated

in more detail for magnetic Ni–Mn–Ga alloys, while

considerably less attention has been called in this

regard to Ni–Mn–(Sn, In, Sb) alloys [14–23]. More

recently, attempts to study variant organisation and

mechanical detwinning have been performed for

Ni50Mn38Sn12 [24] and Ni2Mn1.44In0.56 polycrystalline

alloys [25], which were found to contain no nanotwins

inside larger, misoriented plates. In the current paper,

the self-accommodated and pre-strained microstruc-

ture is disclosed in Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal with

a modulated 4 M martensite structure, which is cap-

able of near the theoretical limit 7.9% longitudinal

strain [26]. It is demonstrated that like most MSMA,

Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal is not free from an

internal sublamellar structure of fine twins resembling

the typical ‘‘twins within twins’’ microstructure [10].

This is further in line with more recent reports [27],

showing that during the training process, the initial

detwinningof thesefine twinswithin eachmisoriented

macro-lamella is critical for the adjacent macro-

lamellae to subsequently attain twin relation, what

thereafter enables continued detwinning until the

allowed limit.

Experimental

Single crystal with Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 nominal compo-

sition has been obtained by the Bridgman method.

More details of the process can be found elsewhere

[26]. The specimen undergoes MPT at martensite start

temperatureMs = 329 Kand is at themartensite phase

below martensite finish Mf = 308 K. The lattice

parameters of the monoclinic (90.2�) 4 M martensite

phase are as follows: a = 6.066, b = 6.064 and

c = 5.565 Å, and they have been confirmed with syn-

chrotron high-energy X-ray radiation (87.1 keV,

k = 0.14236 Å) at the beamline Petra P07B at DESY,

Germany. Mechanical training was performed on a

parallelepiped specimen with 4.15 9 1.7 9 2.73 mm

dimensions employing an Instron testing machine. It

involved a sequence of uniaxial compression tests

along\001[crystallographic directions, see for details

[12, 26]. Tests were conducted at room temperature

under a compressive stress of up to 250 MPa and at a

strain rate of 10-3 s-1. Themicrostructure was studied

using backscattered electron diffraction technique

(EBSD) on high-resolution field emission FEI Quanta

3D instrument equipped with an EBSD detector and

with Tecnai G2 (200 kV) transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM). All EBSD maps are presented in the so-

called all Euler colour coding, where different colours

represent different orientations. Prior to EBSD mea-

surement, the surface of the sample was subjected to

electrochemical etching in order to remove surface

stress and damage introduced during grinding and

polishing. Thin foils for TEM examination were pro-

duced first by slicing the specimen (circa 0.15 mm

thick) along the {001}-type plane referred to the

austenite phase with a precision wire saw, mechani-

cally grinding it and finally electropolishing using

TenuPol-5double-jet electropolisher andanelectrolyte
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of nitric acid (1/3 vol.) andmethanol (2/3 vol.) at 240 K

and 20 V. All planes and directions presented in this

paper are given in the so-called cubic coordinated

system (CCS) built-up of a tetragonal lattice whose

principal axes are aligned parallel with main axes of

the cubic L21 phase. Tetragonal approximation is

applied for EBSDmeasurement instead of the accurate

crystallographic description in order to avoid misin-

dexedpoints due tominor difference between a- and b-

axes and nearly 90� unit cell angle, what escapes the

resolution capacity of the EBSD indexing system. This

assumption, however, does not alter microstructure

analysis; it only brings up fewer details in the variant

spectrum [13, 28].

Results

The thermally produced self-accommodated

microstructure of martensite in Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 sin-

gle crystal shows hierarchy at three different levels.

On the macroscopic scale, the coarse martensite

plates or macro-lamellae, corresponding to different

martensite variants, are organised in colonies sepa-

rated by intercolony boundaries (ICBs) such as those

marked with an orange dashed line in Fig. 1a. The

size of colonies is considerable and extends to a mm

range. This is mainly related to a single-crystalline

nature of the specimen, where lack of grain bound-

aries makes the self-accommodation process more

easy. Otherwise, variant selection and distribution in

polycrystalline materials are sensitive to grain size

and processing route [29]. Macro-lamellae show up in

two kinds of morphologies. Straight lamellae run

across the entire colony, while bent and bifurcated

ones bearing signs of pronounced branching termi-

nate at a shorter distance from ICB. This behaviour is

related to minimisation of elastic energy at the

martensite–austenite and martensite–martensite

interface at various stages of the transformation.

Close to the interface, the system gains elastic

advantage from structure refinement, whereas far

from the interface, fine structure earns the system

surface energy penalty; hence, coarsening is pre-

ferred [30]. Depending on the colony, martensite

plates are inclined with respect to the edge of the

picture frame at different angles between 0 and 180�.
Lamellae in the EBSD map (Fig. 1) are coloured

according to their orientations. It, henceforth,

becomes evident from the colour pattern that there

exist primarily two alternating martensitic variants in

each colony. The plates are separated by interplate

boundaries (IPBs), marked with a black, dashed line

in Fig. 1a, and they are not twin related. Detailed pole

figure analysis (Fig. 2a) reveals that the {101} planes,

which are parallel to IPBs since the latter are derived

from the habit planes due to cubic to tetragonal

transition, are misoriented by circa 2.2�. This is also

evident from the correlated misorientation angle line

profile given in Fig. 3a where the misorientation

between large macro-lamellae is estimated at 87.2�,
which is circa 2.2� away from the ideal misorientation

angle between two twined plates with these lattice

constants calculated as 2 arctan c
a ¼ 85:09�. In this

scenario, lack of twin relation between large plates

excludes the possibility of detwinning during

Figure 1 EBSD map of the self-accommodated 4 M martensite

microstructure in Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal. Intercolony

boundaries (ICBs) separate groups of martensite plates with

varying inclination angle with respect to the picture frame, whereas

interplate boundaries (IPBs) separate large martensite plates within

individual colony. Conjugation boundaries (CBs) separate two

pairs of twins, with their twinning planes perpendicular to one

another, within a single large martensite plate. Twin boundaries

(TBs) separate twins.
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mechanical loading on large scale. Simultaneously,

the crystal turns out to be susceptible to training, as

will be shown later, what implies that the primary

deformation mode has to occur on a somewhat finer

length scale suggesting the presence of a subtle

microstructure. In addition, slight change in colour

within individual macro-lamella signifies the change

in orientation, evidencing the existence of more than

one orientation within a single plate. This combina-

tion may be associated, as often observed, with the

occurrence of a smaller substructure within the larger

plates, virtually undetectable for the EBSD measure-

ment with low resolution. In order to verify this

suspicion, image quality analysis as well as a higher-

resolution (50-nm step size) EBSD measurement

(Fig. 1b) was conducted and it was confirmed that

each single macro-lamella contains finer domains.

According to colour coding, these fine domains are

dominated by two orientations and they are twin

related, due to shared {101} crystallographic plane

(Fig. 2b). Therefore, the boundaries separating fine

domains are twin boundaries (TBs), marked with a

green, dashed line in Fig. 1b. Fine twins in the middle

plate in Fig. 1b are tilted to approximately 45� with

respect to IPBs (marked in the image), what indicates

that TBs are in the edge-on position allowing for

determination of the relative distribution between the

two variants. The distribution contribution of each of

the two variants can be estimated from the misori-

entation angle line profile given in Fig. 3b (the inset

in that figure shows misorientaion angle line distri-

bution at a shorter distance for clarity). First of all, it

is clear that the orientation within the individual fine

variant is constant and the misorientation angle

across TB between two neighbouring twins is 85�

Figure 2 {001} and (101)

pole figures for macro-

lamellae (a) and microtwin

variants (b).

Figure 3 Correlated angle misorientation line profile along the

macro- (a) and microtwins (inset shows the misorientation line

profile at the shorter distance for better visibility) (b) in self-

accommodated state, and along macro-twins in pre-strained state

(c).
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around\010[rotation axes, which corresponds to an

ideal twin relation at current lattice parameters. The

estimated volume fraction is 0.55 and 0.45 between

variants A and B, respectively. Hereafter, ‘‘plates’’ or

‘‘macro-lamellae’’ terms refer to larger martensite

plates, whereas ‘‘fine twins’’ term is reserved for

sublamella structure. Owing to the spatial resolution

limit of the EBSD technique, more detailed TEM

analysis has been conducted to verify the initial

macroscopic picture of the studied microstructure.

Figure 4a illustrates typical martensitic morphol-

ogy with three microdomains separated by straight

interplate boundaries. Bright field (BF) image in

Fig. 4a taken off the [010] zone axis further marks fine

substructural striations present within each of the

individual unit plates. These appear as a set of par-

allel, close but randomly spaced faults, characteristic

for modulated structures, and their orientation helps

to distinguish between different martensite plates

[31]. The SADP (top inset in Fig. 4a) taken from the

domain A to the left shows a single variant with zone

axis along [010]. The SADP (bottom inset in Fig. 4a)

from across the boundary shows the (202) diffraction

spots of variants A and B completely overlapping

along [010] zone axis with (202) reflection strictly

perpendicular to the interplate boundary. This indi-

cates twin orientation relation with the TB parallel to

the {202} planes. The thickness of the microtwins

varies considerably, as observed during TEM exam-

ination. Figure 4b shows BF image taken along the

[010] zone axis—edge on—with the relevant DF

images obtained using g = 202A (c) and g = 202B
(d) reflections corresponding to variants A and B,

respectively, along [010] zone axis, see SADP in the

inset in Fig. 4b.

The presence of subplate twins is often related to

the existence of conjugated systems, where two pairs

of twins with their twining planes nearly

Figure 4 Nanotwinned structure of thermally induced 4 M

martensite. TEM BF image (a) taken from across twinned domains

marked as A and B (BF taken off the [010] zone axis for clarity).

Corresponding SADPs (insets) from variant A and from across A

and B superimposed along [010] zone axis (c). TEM BF and DF

images (b)–(d) showing the plate group configuration of nan-

otwinned domains in self-accommodated 4 M martensite. TEM

DF images were taken from 202 and 202 reflections of variants A

and B, denoted as 1 and 2, respectively, at [010] zone axis, see

SADP inset (b).
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perpendicular to one another meet at the so-called

conjugation boundary (CB) [20, 32]. An example of

CB is shown in Fig. 1c. The change in orientation

across the CB is responsible for the above-mentioned

change in colour inside some lamellae as seen in

EBSD maps. This effect is related to an interchange

between two conjugated planes (Fig. 1c). It is further

linked with IPB bending across the CB, which

involves lattice rotation around (010) pole by a certain

angle, in this instance of 3�–3.5� measured for two

major variants across CB. The angle manifests itself

also in Fig. 3a—marked with arrows. These two

macroscopically detectable characteristics of CB can

serve as an indirect evidence for the fact that the

coarse lamella breaks into a substructure of finer

domains. A closer look with a TEM at CB confirms

the presence of two pairs of martensite twins dis-

tributed across the CB (Fig. 5). The twinning planes

of the two twin pairs are aligned almost perpendic-

ular to one another and intersect at CB. SADP taken

from the twin pair to the left denoted as 1 is shown in

Fig. 5b. Since the pairs of twins are rotated (3�–3.5�)
relative to each other, eventually four orientations are

produced as illustrated in Fig. 5c. CB has typical step-

like character originating in two pairs of conjugate

twins stepping from both sides of the boundary. It

also shows coarsening while moving from the top

near IPB to the inner part of the lamellae. For a more

thorough study of CB and the proposed mechanism

for its removal under compression, see [20, 27, 33].

Another type of boundary interface frequently

encountered in MSMA is the modulation boundary

(Fig. 6a). In general, modulation is related to the

periodic displacement of lattice planes along the

(110) 110
� �

CCS
system. The direction of the modulation

is closely parallel to the diagonal of the basal plane of

the martensite unit cell, whose shortest c-axis points

in the direction perpendicular to the modulation

direction. This allows for two possible, equivalent

modulation directions [34]. BF image taken with the

specimen tilted off the [001] axis in Fig. 6a shows

striations arising from stacking faults and a wavy

character of the MB. The corresponding SADPs pre-

sented in Fig. 6b–d and taken along the [001] zone

axis expose characteristic additional satellite spots

between fundamental reflections typical for modu-

lated structures and in this instance attributable to

the 4 M martensite. SADP in Fig. 6b is taken from the

top part of the image, while that in Fig. 6d from the

bottom part. SADP in Fig. 6c is taken from across the

boundary interface. It is evident that the modulation

direction rotates by circa 90� across the interface,

confirming that the boundary separates two variants

with modulation directions nearly normal to one

another (*90.3�). High-resolution image in Fig. 6e

reveals a step-like character of the boundary inter-

face. It is also well visible at higher magnification in

Fig. 7a where the step-like feature is traced with a

yellow dashed line. The stacking sequence of the

consecutive atomic planes appears inhomogeneous

and shows (31) and (22) stacking periodicity accord-

ing to Zhdanov notation (Fig. 7b) [35]. This is sug-

gested by the intensity line profiles inserted in Fig. 7b

and recorded over the areas marked with red rect-

angle frames on the same image. The relative inten-

sity of the peaks correspondingly changes in the

profiles. Alternatively, this effect could be ascribed to

phase contrast difference resulting from varying foil

Figure 5 TEM BF image of

conjugation boundary between

two nanotwinned domains—

left and right (a). SADP taken

along the [010] zone axis over

the nanotwinned domain on

the right marked as 1 (b),

SADP taken over both

domains 2 (c) along [010]

zone axis.
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thickness or thin foil damage. Overall, it is clear that

the self-accommodated microstructure shows con-

siderable level of complexity. For illustration of all

the different domain types and interfaces, a sche-

matic is presented in Fig. 8.

In order to evaluate the changes in the self-ac-

commodated microstructure upon training, a

sequence of uniaxial compressions along \001[
directions of the Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal was

performed. The compression directions in the

specimen coordinate system corresponding to A-, B-

and C-axes of the parallelepiped specimen are

schematically shown in the inset (bottom right) in

Fig. 9a. The first compression was performed along

the B-axis, the second along the C-axis, while the

third along the A-axis. The inset (top right) in Fig. 9a

shows as an example shortening and elongation upon

subsequent compressions of the C-axis. More details

on training of the Ni50Mn37.5Sn12.5 single crystal can

be found elsewhere [26]. The fourth compression was

Figure 6 TEM BF image of modulation boundary (a) and

corresponding SADPs taken along [001] zone axis from top

domain (b), across both domains (c) and from bottom domain (d).

A TEM HREM image of the modulation boundary between top

and bottom domains in the edge-on position and its corresponding

FFT (e).

Figure 7 TEM HREM micrograph and its FFT taken along the

modulation interface showing step-like nature of this interface (a)

and a magnified HREM image along with FFT recorded at a

modulated area. Insets in b show intensity line profiles depicting

disordering in the stacking sequence of (31) and (22) according to

Zhdanov notation. All zone axes k[001].
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performed along the C-axis, and it was terminated at

54% of the total strain acquired during the second

compression test, what is illustrated in Fig. 9a

showing the stress versus strain curves for the two

tests with load applied along the C-axis. The subse-

quent EBSD analysis (Fig. 9b) revealed that the sub-

lamellar microtwins initially present in the sample

have been removed during the training process and

larger plates assumed twin relation. The misorienta-

tion angle decreased to 85� (Fig. 3c). This is consistent
with the literature, where it is found that

microstructure reorientation during loading initiates

with first detwinning of internal twins [27, 36]. It is

also evident from EBSD measurement that larger

plates more favourably oriented with respect to the

applied load grow at the expense of the less favour-

ably oriented ones as is also visible from the

misorientation angle profile (Fig. 3), especially in

comparison with the pre-strained state. Twin expan-

sion is also shown in BF image (Fig. 10a, b), taken

from the sample surface parallel to C-axis, following

the fourth compression test. It is seen that the more

favourably oriented variant nucleates and grows

consuming the less favourably oriented one. It is

found by other researchers that detwinning process

proceeds via the movement of twinning dislocations

advancing on successive twin planes and converting

one variant into another [36, 37]. The expanding twin

advances into the matrix with a characteristic tip due

to a possible dislocation pile up (Fig. 10a). Moving

twinning dislocations leave traces behind showing

up as straight lines (Fig. 10b). HREM image in

Fig. 10c taken from across twin interface reveals the

presence of some strain contrast near the boundary

Figure 8 Schematic representation of self-accommodated hierar-

chical microstructure illustrating various domain types and

boundary types in the studied Ni–Mn–Sn metamagnetic single

crystal. ICBs separate groups of martensite variants; IPBs separate

large martensite plates; TBs separate twins present within the

plates; CBs separate two pairs of twins with their twinning planes

perpendicular to each other; MBs separate modulation twins with

lattice modulation along one of the two possible modulation

directions indicated by MD1 and MD2 (a, c—lattice constants).

Figure 9 Stress versus strain curves (a) recorded during uniaxial

compression tests performed on self-accommodated Ni49.5Mn38.4
Sn12.2 single crystal at the martensite phase. For clarity, only

second and fourth compressions both with load applied along the

longer C-axis are shown. EBSD map (b) of the half-trained 4 M

microstructure.
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suggesting local incoherency at the matching plates’

interface possibly related to interfacial dislocations or

modulations, which has not been visibly affected by

training (Fig. 10d) [38].

Conclusions

Upon the martensitic transformation, Ni50Mn37.5
Sn12.5 single crystal transforms into a martensite state

with three distinct levels of hierarchically organised

microstructure. At the macro-scale, large martensite

plates are arranged into variant colonies separated by

intercolony boundaries. Within colonies, large plates

are separated by interplate boundaries deviating by

2.2� from an ideal twin relation. At the lower scale,

large macro-plates break into finer subplate structure

composed of finer twins. The presence of differently

oriented groups of twins within single macro-plate

region results in conjugated boundaries separating

two twin-related pairs of twins. Another type of twin

boundary is the modulation boundary separating

two variants with modulation directions perpendic-

ular to one another and with common c-axis. Training

process removes fine microtwin structure and brings

macro-lamellae into twin relation. Subsequently, this

enables continued detwinning of large plates until

single variant state is obtained.
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